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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We have conducted a special review of tool purchases for Maintenance and Operations (M&O)
Area N1 (N1) at the Los Angeles Unified School District (District). The objectives of the review
were to determine whether (i) the amount of purchased tools at N1 were reasonable, (ii) the
purchased tools at N1 were logged and tracked, (iii) the purchased tools at N1 were in the tool
room or with N1 staff, and (iv) policies and procedures over tools at all seven M&O Areas were
consistently implemented and followed.
M&O is geographically divided into 3 Regions, 7 Areas and Special Services (see Exhibit 1 for a
map of the M&O areas). Maintenance services include school repairs, preventive maintenance,
and special services such as supporting the Local Districts by investigating and troubleshooting
problems, products, vendors, and contractors. Area N1 serves the Northwest part of the District.
We reviewed, analyzed, and tested N1’s purchases of tools from fiscal year 2014 to January 4,
2021. To determine whether the amount of purchased tools at N1 were reasonable, we considered
in our analysis M&O’s organizational chart, the Employee Tools List by craft, the M&O Area
Budget Execution Charts, the number of service calls received by each M&O area, and the M&O
tool inventory database. We also interviewed M&O area staff and inspected purchased tools kept
in the tool room or with the M&O area staff. We determined the following:
1. The number of tools purchased at N1 was unreasonable. We found that:
•

•
•
•
•

N1 tool expenditures, reported under “Other Expenses,” for the first six months of the
fiscal year totaled $5.5 million. This amount exceeded the annual budget for the 2021
fiscal year by $4.9 million. After six months into the fiscal year, expenditures exceeded
the full fiscal year 2021 budget by 110%.
N1 spent between 2 ½ times and 8 ½ times more per employee when compared to the
other six M&O areas.
N1 spent at least 1 ½ times to 5 ½ times more per service call when compared to the
other six M&O areas.
46 of 125 purchased tools (or 37%) for N1 employees we tested were not identified on
the Employee Tools List. The Employee Tools List details the set of tools needed by
each craft and is signed by each area employee.
N1’s purchases of press tools and ring kits were excessive compared to the number of
employees that used the tools. N1 purchased 3.2 press tools and 1.8 ring kits per
employee from fiscal year 2016 to January 4, 2021. Each employee generally needed
to carry one press tool and one ring kit. The older press tools had a limited lifetime
warranty. The warranty for the newer press tools was for five years.

2. N1 tool room staff did not consistently log, and track purchased tools in the tool inventory
database.
3. We tested for the existence of purchased tools at N1. A total of 61 press tools and 34 ring
kits were purchased by Area N1, of which 46 press tools and 20 ring kits were missing for
a total of $97,476. We were able to verify existence of 15 out of 61 press tools (or 25%)
and 14 of 34 ring kits (or 41%) by tracing the tool numbers engraved on the tools to: (1)
the inventory database, (2) a paper notebook maintained by a tool room staff, and (3) tools
located in the tool room.
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Description

Purchased

Found

Press Tools
Ring Kits
Grand Total

61
34
95

15
14
29

Verified Tool #
Missing
Questioned
Cost ($)
46
$73,901
20
$23,575
66
$97,476

4. Policies and procedures over tools at all seven M&O areas were not consistently
implemented and followed.
In addition, we found 19 press tools and 10 ring kits that were not traceable to a tool number in
the database and could not be traced to paid invoices, or purchase orders. We were unable to
determine where the 19 press tools and 10 ring kits came from.
We made 16 recommendations to improve the process around the purchased tools. M&O has
agreed in writing with all recommendations. Our findings and recommendations are detailed in the
Results of Special Review section of the report.
INTRODUCTION
Maintenance and Operations (M&O) provides facilities management, general maintenance and
repair, custodial support, gardening/landscaping, and pest management services across the Los
Angeles Unified School District (District). M&O is geographically divided into 3 Regions, 7 Areas
and Special Services. Maintenance services include school repairs, preventive maintenance, and
special services such as supporting the Local Districts by investigating and troubleshooting
problems, products, vendors, and contractors.
Each M&O area purchases tools, parts, equipment, and materials that are stocked in the area’s tool
room and storeroom and used for maintenance and repairs. The Director of M&O requested a
special review of purchased tools at M&O Area N1 (N1). M&O personnel observed that N1 was
spending at least two times or more on tools than any other M&O area. The Director delved into
the specifics of the purchases by N1 and stated that the purchases seemed excessive or too frequent
when comparing:
•

The number of tools purchased to the number of employees at N1 and

•

The life expectancy of the purchased tools.

M&O provided us a summary of purchased tools by area and the details of the purchase orders for
all M&O areas from fiscal year 2014 to January 4, 2021.
Chart 1 below summarizes the dollar amount of purchased tools by M&O area from fiscal year
2014 to January 4, 2021.
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Chart 1
Purchased Tools By M&O Areas
Fiscal Year 2014 to January 4, 2021
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RESULTS OF SPECIAL REVIEW
A. To determine whether the amount of purchased tools at M&O Area N1 was reasonable.
The amount of purchased tools at Maintenance and Operations (M&O) Area N1 (N1) was
determined to be unreasonable. Unreasonable purchases could result in waste leading to financial
losses and potentially create an opportunity for misappropriation.
M&O Technical Unit created an Employee Tools List (List) detailing the set of tools that were
needed by craft or employee classification. Each M&O area purchased and assigned these tools to
their employees based on the List. Employees were also required to sign the List when they
received the tools and the tools remained with the employee throughout their employment.
M&O management monitored the expenditures of each area by reviewing the M&O Area Budget
Execution Charts, which included a report of budget and actual expenditures, projected full fiscal
year expenditures, expenditures by craft or department, purchase orders (POs) over $20,000 and
an overhead report. The overhead report summarized the POs by work order (WO) description.
Tool Purchases for M&O Area N1
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M&O areas did not allocate a specific budget for the purchase of tools and recorded the purchase
of tools as overhead under “Other Expenses.” The budget for “Other Expenses” also included a
variety of expenses and included the following types of expenditures:
•

Overtime expense (time and a half hourly for employees)

•

Purchase of consumables, equipment, and materials

•

P-card purchases, and

•

Mileage.

Our review, analysis and testing of the N1 Budget Execution Charts (for the period July/2020 –
December/2020), the M&O organizational chart, the service calls, and the purchased tools from
fiscal year 2014 to January 4, 2021, found the following:
1. N1 expenditures for “Other Expenses” were over 110% of the full fiscal year 2021 budget.
M&O also projected N1’s total expenditures for “Other Expenses” for the full fiscal year 2021
to be at 222% of budget.
We reviewed N1’s Budget Execution Charts, for the period July/2020 – December/2020 and found
that incurred expenditures in the “Other Expenses” category for the first six months of fiscal year
2021 were $5,466,225. This amount exceeded the full fiscal year 2021 budget of $4,925,132 by
$541,093 or 110%.
In addition, M&O management projected N1’s “Other Expenses” based on the six-month period
for the full fiscal year 2021 to be $10,932,449, which potentially could exceed the 2021 budget by
approximately $6 million or 222%1.
Chart 2 below shows the budget, actual expenditures, and expenditure trending for M&O Area N1
as of December 31, 2020.

1

M&O Area Budget Execution Charts RRGM – North, July/2020 – December/2020, page 5.
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Chart 2
Budget vs Expenditure Trending for Area N1
Category: Other Expenses

Source: M&O Area Budget Execution Charts RRGM – North, July/2020 – December/2020

2. N1 spent between 2 ½ times and 8 ½ times more per employee when compared to the other six
M&O areas.
M&O provided a report detailing purchase orders for purchased tools from fiscal year 2014 to
January 4, 2021. We compared the total expenditures from FY 2014 to January 4, 2021, to the
number of employees as of May 2021 for all M&O areas and found that N1 had the highest
expenditure per employee. N1 spent 2 ½ times more per employee compared to M&O Area C1
(C1), which had the second highest expenditure per employee. N1 had approximately 181
employees with an average expenditure of $20,765 per employee while C1 had 134 employees
with an average expenditure of $8,186 per employee. When compared to the lowest spending per
employee, N1 spent 8 ½ times more than M&O Area S2 (S2), which had 192 employees and an
average expenditure of $2,437 per employee2.
Table 1 below summarizes the number of employees, total expenditures for the procurement of
tools and the expenditures per employee for each M&O area from fiscal year 2014 to January 4,
2021.

2

Updated 5-13-2021 Master Official_FY2020-2021 MO Org Chart Pat 5-18.
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Table 1
Dollar Amount of Tools Purchased Per Employee
Fiscal Year 2014 to January 4, 2021
No. of Employees
Rank
Area
Total
1
S1
206
2
N2
199
3
S2
192
4
N1
181
5
C3
176
6
C2
155
7
C1
134
Average
178

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Expenditure Per Employee
Area
Total
Area N1 vs Other Areas
N1
$20,765
C1
8,186
2.5X
C2
7,617
2.7X
N2
7,476
2.8X
S1
5,732
3.6X
C3
3,379
6.1X
S2
2,437
8.5X
Average
$7,942
2.6X

Please refer to Exhibit 2 at the end of the report for detailed expenditures of purchased tools by
fiscal year and the calculated expenditure per employee for each M&O area.
Chart 3 below also illustrates the number of employees, total expenditures for tools per employee,
and the average dollar amount spent per employee between all M&O areas. As one can see, N1’s
spending on tools per employee was higher than the other six M&O areas and the average dollar
amount spent per employee of all M&O areas.
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Chart 3
Expenditure Per Employee
Fiscal Year 2014 to January 4, 2021
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Furthermore, our review of the N1 Budget Execution Charts (July – December 2021) found that
N1 spent $2,095 per full-time employee on tools during the first six months of fiscal year 2021 or
2 ½ times more compared to M&O Area N2 (N2), which spent $827 per employee on tools during
the first six months of fiscal year 20213.
Table 2
Tools Purchased Per Full Time Employee
M&O Area N1 vs M&O Area N2
July 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020
No. of Employees
Area
Total
N1
181
N2
199

Expenditure Per Full Time Employee
Area
Total
Area N1 vs Area N2
N1
$ 2,095
N2
$ 827
2.5X

Source: M&O Area Budget Execution Charts RRGM – North, July/2020 – December/2020

3. N1 spent at least 1 ½ times to 5 ½ times more per service call when compared to the other six
M&O areas.
We obtained a report of service calls for a 30-month period (FY 2019 to January 4, 2021) and
calculated the total and average expenditures per service call for all M&O areas. We found that
N1 had the highest expenditure per service call; N1 spent at least 1 ½ times more per service call
compared to C1, which had the second highest expenditure per service call. N1 had 77,681 service
calls with an average expenditure of $20.83 per service call, while C1 had 52,568 service calls
with an expenditure of $12.69 per service call. When compared to the area with the lowest
spending per service call, N1 spent at least 5 ½ times more than S2, which had 80,412 services
calls and an expenditure of $3.69 per service call.
Table 3 below summarizes the number of service calls, total expenditures for the procurement of
tools and the expenditures per service call for each M&O area from fiscal year 2019 to January 4,
2021.
Table 3
Dollar Amount of Tools Purchased Per Service Call
Fiscal Year 2019 to January 4, 2021
Service Calls
No. of
Area
Service
Calls
N2
111,401
S1
84,312
S2
80,412
N1
77,681
C3
76,957
C2
76,149
C1
52,568
Average
79,926
3

Expenditures
Area
N1
C1
S1
C2
N2
C3
S2
Average

Total
Expenditures
$

1,617,746
667,253
660,879
555,700
447,679
438,940
296,958
$
669,308

Area
N1
C1
S1
C2
C3
N2
S2
Average

Expenditures
per Service Call

$ 20.83
12.69
7.84
7.30
5.70
4.02
3.69
$
8.37

N1
Expenditure
vs. Other
Areas

1.6X
2.7X
2.9X
3.7X
5.2X
5.6X
2.5X

M&O Area Budget Execution Charts RRGM – North, July/2020 – December/2020, page 21.
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Chart 4 below also illustrates the number of service calls, the calculated expenditure for tools per
service call and the average dollar amount spent per service call between all M&O areas. N1’s
spending on tools per service call was higher than the other six M&O areas and the average dollar
amount spent per service call of all M&O Areas.
Chart 4
Expenditure Per Service Call
Fiscal Year 2019 to January 4, 2021
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4. 46 of 125 purchased tools (or 37%) we tested were not identified on the Employee Tools List
(List).
M&O Technical Unit created an Employee Tools List (List) which specified the set of tools that
were needed by craft or employee classification. Each M&O area purchased and assigned tools to
their employees based on the List. Employees were also required to sign the List when the tools
were received by the employee and the tools remained with the employees throughout their
employment.
We obtained the List detailing the set of tools needed by each M&O craft from M&O and selected
a sample of 125 purchased tools from Area N1 to determine whether the tools were included in
the List. From a total of 12,500 purchase orders, we randomly selected 100 purchase orders for
testing, which identified 125 tools that were purchased from fiscal year 2014 to January 4, 2021.
Our testing found that:
• 72 of the 125 (or 58%) purchased tools were on the List.
• 46 of the 125 (or 37%) purchased tools were not on the List.
• 7 of the 125 (or 5%) purchased tools were either cancelled or not tools.
Tool Purchases for M&O Area N1
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Chart 5 below illustrates the number and percentage of purchased tools that were on the List and
the number and percentage of purchased tools that were not on the List.
Chart 5
Purchased Tools On The Employee Tools List
Fiscal Year 2014 to January 4, 2021

37%
58%
5%

Purchased tools were not on the Employee Tools List
Purchased tools were either cancelled or parts and not tools
Purchased tools were on the Employee Tools List

5. N1’s purchases of press tools and ring kits were excessive compared to the number of
employees that used the tools.
We identified all press tools and ring kits from a report provided by M&O which detailed purchase
orders of tools and from paid invoices from fiscal year 2014 to January 4, 2021. We compared the
number of purchased tools to the number of employees that used the tools at N1 as of May 2021
to determine if the purchases were excessive. The Director of M&O had expressed concerns with
the significant number of purchase orders for press tools and ring kits and indicated that the
plumbing department was the main user of press tools and ring kits. Press tools were used to
connect two different metal components together to create a quick, reliable, waterproof seal. It
allowed users to repair leaks on all types of plumbing pipes and could range in price from $700 to
$3,700 per press tool. Ring kits were used to accommodate different sizes of pipes and could range
in price from $1,000 to $2,700.
Our testing found that N1 did not purchase press tools and ring kits prior to fiscal year 2016 but
purchased 61 press tools and 34 ring kits from fiscal year 2016 to January 4, 2021. During this
period, N1 had 19 positions (filled and vacant) classified as plumber or senior plumber4. Based on
our analysis, the purchases amounted to 3.2 press tools and 1.8 ring kits per plumber or senior
plumber over a 4 ½ year period.

4

Updated 5-13-2021 Master Official_FY2020-2021 MO Org Chart Pat 5-18.
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Table 4 below details the number of press tools and ring kits purchased by N1 and the calculated
number of press tools and ring kits per employee that used the tools.
Table 4
Press Tools and Ring Kits Per Employee
Fiscal Year 2014 to January 4, 2021

Press Tool

No. of Tools
Purchased
61

Ring Kit

34

Tool Type

Classification
Plumber/Sr.
Plumber
Plumber/Sr.
Plumber

No. of
Employees
19

No. of Tools
Per Employee
3.2

19

1.8

According to N1 staff, press tools and ring kits were purchased to stop the practice of welding
pipes. N1 had initially purchased 26 Ridgid brand press tools but started to replace the Ridgid
brand press tools with Milwaukee brand press tools during fiscal year 2019 due to servicing and
tool maintenance issues with Ridgid. M&O Area N1 purchased 35 Milwaukee press tools since
fiscal year 2019. We noted that the Ridgid brand press tools had a limited lifetime warranty
compared to a five-year warranty for the Milwaukee brand press tools. Therefore, replacing the
Ridgid brand press tools with the Milwaukee brand press tools after three years and within the
warranty period was not reasonable if the replacements were made solely based on servicing and
tool maintenance issues.
N1’s Area Facilities Services Director (AFSD) also stated that the significant amount of purchase
orders and purchased tools made by N1 as compared to the other M&O areas were due to the
following reasons:
•

Purchases for Another Unit. Prior to fiscal year 2020, Project Unit North (PUN) did not have
its own budget; so, N1 purchased tools for a period for PUN. However, PUN’s actual
expenditures for “Other Expenses” represented only 4% of total “Other Expenses” based on
our review of the N1 Budget Execution Charts for the first six months of fiscal year 20215.
Table 5 below illustrates the actual expenditures for “Other Expenses” between N1 and PUN
for the first six months of fiscal year 2021.
Table 5
Expenditures - Other Expenses
July 1 to December 31, 2020
Area
N1
PUN
Total

5

Actual
Expenditures
$5,225,706
$240,519
$5,446,225

% of Total Budget
96%
4%
100%

M&O Area Budget Execution Charts RRGM – North, July/2020 – December/2020, page 15.
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•

Incomplete Employees Tool List. The List created by the Technical Unit was not complete
and N1 found it necessary to purchase tools that were not listed in the List for employees to
complete necessary maintenance work.

•

Thefts. A complete set of tools generally cost approximately $15,000 per employee, and N1
experienced three to four thefts during the pandemic. N1 provided the police report for only
two of the four thefts. The four thefts would have accounted for $60,000, according to N1’s
AFSD.

•

Environmental Exposure. N1 had to purchase a lot of covers for the trucks carrying tools
because tools were being replaced due to exposure to the environment. However, we found
only six purchase orders for truck covers or bed covers, totaling approximately $14,600, based
on the purchase order report from fiscal year 2014 to January 4, 2021.

•

High Investment of Press Tools and Ring Kits. Employees were equipped with press tools
and ring kits to stop the practice of welding pipes, due to the potential lead exposure of water
fountains, sinks, and other components. However, we found that 61 press tools and 34 ring kits
were purchased by M&O Area N1, which totaled to $136,536. This amount does not justify
total expenditures for N1 of $3.7 million.

•

Higher Service Call Count. N1 purchased more tools because it services approximately 158
schools and had more service calls as compared to some of the other M&O areas. However,
we found in our review of service calls that M&O Area N1 does not have the highest number
of service calls but spends the highest amount per service call. (See our detailed review of
service calls above).

It is our opinion that the explanations given by N1’s AFSD did not fully justify N1’s level of
expenditure as compared to the other six M&O areas.
In addition, in our review of purchases of press tools and ring kits, we found that N1 recorded
other purchases within the Small Tool Orders Overhead category. We found equipment,
replacement parts, materials, and consumables, under the Work Order (WO) description “Small
Tool Orders O/H (overhead).” We also observed that equipment, parts, materials, and consumables
were also charged to overhead under “Other Expenses.” For example, we noted that N1 purchased
154 portable air conditioners from fiscal year 2014 to January 4, 2021 (92 from fiscal year 2019
to January 4, 2021) and 74 tents from fiscal year 2019 to January 4, 2021, which were not small
tool orders.
Recommendation A-1:
We recommended that M&O should review the existing work order descriptions and create new
ones, if needed, to properly differentiate between the purchasing of tools, equipment, parts,
materials, and consumables to ensure that the reporting of overhead expenditures in M&O Area
Budget Execution Charts was accurate.
M&O agreed with our recommendation. Appropriate and consistent naming conventions will be
implemented by June 30, 2022.
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Recommendation A-2:
We recommended that M&O should implement controls to make sure the correct WO description
was utilized when recording POs differentiating tools, equipment, parts, materials, and
consumables to help management determine the correct level of tool purchases and review the
reasonableness of those purchases.
M&O agreed with our recommendation. Appropriate and consistent process will be implemented
and utilized across all M&O offices by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation A-3:
M&O should assign separate budget and funding lines for the different types of expenditures to
facilitate its review, monitor expenditures of all M&O areas and perform data analytics
periodically to determine the dollar amount of tools purchased per employee and the dollar amount
of tools per service call.
M&O agreed with our recommendation. M&O has already begun the process of designating
specific funding lines for different types of expenditures and will be implemented by June 30,
2022.
Recommendation A-4:
M&O should continue with its monitoring of expenditures for all M&O areas and develop
additional data analysis and review on the number of tools, consumables, equipment, and materials
purchased and used per employee and per service call.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation A-5:
M&O areas should work together with the M&O Technical Unit to periodically review and update
the Employee Tools List to include all necessary tools for each craft and implement controls to
monitor the adequacy of the purchase of tools that were not on the Employee Tools List.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation A-6:
We recommended that M&O should establish a policy to file police reports for all thefts of tools
and procedures to account for tools that were not found on the Employee Tool List.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
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B. To determine whether the purchased tools at M&O Area N1 were logged and tracked.
Our review found that staff at the N1 tool room was not consistently logging and tracking
purchased tools. As a result, purchased tools can be misappropriated or stolen without detection
leading to financial losses and increased expenditures.
The N1 tool room staff was responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assigning a Tool Watch (TW) number to each purchased tool received by the tool room.
Entering the tool number and description in WASP, the M&O Area N1 tool inventory
tracking database, with the assigned TW number.
Updating WASP with the name of the staff if tools were assigned to an employee.
Removing the name of the staff from WASP when tools were returned.
Classifying the tools that were salvaged, stolen, or sent for maintenance or repair; and
Maintaining the signed hard copy Employee Tool List of each employee, detailing the tools
each employee received based on their craft.

We selected a random sample of 125 purchased tools at Area N1 from fiscal year 2014 to January
4, 2021 to determine whether the tools were logged and tracked in the WASP inventory database.
We performed testing by tracing the purchased tools to the WASP inventory database to determine
whether the purchased tools were logged and tracked. We could not find 82 of the 125 purchased
tools (or 66%) in the WASP inventory database.
Table 6 below illustrates our testing of 125 purchased tools, the number of purchased tools found
in WASP, and the number of purchased tools that were not found in WASP.
Table 6
Purchased Tools vs WASP
Fiscal Year 2014 to January 4, 2021
Description
Tools Found In WASP
Tools Not Found In WASP
Parts Not in WASP
Number of Cancelled Tools
Total

Number
Purchased
36
82
4
3
125

% of Tools
29%
66%
3%
2%
100%

According to the N1 tool room staff person, WASP was not updated because: (1) the staff did not
have time, and (2) he was the only employee assigned to the tool room when there used to be two
employees in the past. The staff person stated that he used a notepad to log (i) the purchased tools
received by the tool room with an assigned TW number, and (ii) the name of the staff that the tools
were assigned to. The staff person stated that he updated WASP whenever he had time and that
WASP had not been updated in the last six months. The tool room staff also stated that he did not
update the Employee Tool List when tools were replaced, or when a new tool was assigned to an
employee.
We also tested for the existence of all 61 press tools and 34 ring kits (total of 95) purchased in the
last five years. We were presented with only 38 press tools and 29 ring kits (total of 67). These
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tools were located either in the possession of N1 staff or in the tool room. We inspected the tools
to determine whether a TW number was assigned to the tools and tracked in WASP. We found the
following:
•

•
•
•
•

N1 staff presented the review team with 4 of the 38 press tools (or 11%) and 5 of the 29
ring kits (or 17%) that were not purchased by Area N1 because the model number for three
press tools did not agree to the model number in the purchase orders or invoices. In
addition, 1 press tool was transferred from M&O Area C1, and the number of ring kits for
two models that were presented to the reviewers exceeded the number of purchased ring
kits stated in the purchase orders or invoices.
A total of 22 press tools (or 58%) and 20 ring kits (or 69%) had a TW number while 16
press tools (or 42%) and 9 ring kits (or 31%) did not have a TW number.
Five press tools (or 13%) and 14 ring kits (or 48%) were entered in WASP while 33 press
tools (or 87%) and 15 ring kits (or 52%) were not found in WASP.
Nine of the 33 purchased press tools that not were not in WASP were found in the tool
room staff’s notepad.
We also reviewed the 5 press tools and 14 ring kits in WASP and found that 4 press tools
(or 80%) and 12 ring kits (or 86%) were not updated in WASP (i) with the correct name of
the employee the tools were assigned to or (ii) if the tools were located in the tool room an
indication that it had not been assigned to an employee.

Furthermore, our interviews with the tool room staff at all M&O areas revealed that the policy and
procedures do not require a periodic reconciliation between the purchased tools or goods received
and the tool inventory log or database, as well as a periodic inventory count of purchased tools
leading to an incomplete inventory of tools in the M&O tool inventory database. Our interviews
also revealed that the tools assigned to the staff followed the employee when they transferred to
another M&O Area but were not required to transfer the employee file with the list of tools
assigned to the employee. As a result, the tool inventory list or database was not updated at any
M&O Area to account for the transfer of tools.
Recommendation B-1:
We recommended that M&O should implement controls to (i) ensure that all purchased tools were
assigned a TW number and entered into the tool inventory database immediately after the tools
were received, (ii) update the database with the name of the staff or the name of the tool room
when a tool is assigned to a staff or returned to the tool room, and (iii) properly classify the tools
when they are salvaged, stolen, or sent for maintenance or repair.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation B-2:
We recommended that M&O should utilize WASP as the master database for tracking all
purchased tools for all M&O Areas and all the tools assigned to each employee in lieu of using
both an inventory log or a database and a hard copy List to increase efficiency and potentially save
costs. The List can be used as a reference to determine the necessary tools that needed to be
purchased for each craft and whether a purchase should be made if the requested tool was not on
the List.
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M&O agreed with our recommendation and will determine an appropriate computer software
system to manage all tool purchases, tool issues and tool transfers.
Recommendation B-3:
We recommended that M&O implement a periodic reconciliation between the purchased tools or
goods received and M&O’s tool inventory database.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation B-4:
We recommended that M&O implement a periodic inventory count of tools to account for all
purchased tools.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation B-5:
We recommended that M&O should implement procedures to transfer the employee files and
update the tool inventory database when employees transfer to another M&O Area or require that
employees who are transferred return the tools to the tool room.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
C. To determine whether the purchased tools at M&O Area N1 were in the tool room or
with the M&O Area N1 staff.
We were unable to verify the existence of all purchased tools in the tool room or with N1 staff. As
a result, tools unaccounted for could have been lost, stolen, or misappropriated resulting in
financial losses and increased expenditures.
Purchased tools received by N1’s tool room staff were given a Tool Watch (TW) number and
assigned to M&O Area N1 staff. Assigned tools stayed with the staff as they travelled to different
sites. Unassigned tools were kept and maintained in the tool room by the tool room staff. Tools in
the tool room could also be checked out for use and checked back in when the staff completed the
work.
We reviewed the report provided by M&O detailing purchase orders and invoices of purchased
tools from July 1, 2014 to January 4, 2021 and selected all purchased press tools and ring kits, due
to their high per unit value, to determine if the tools were in the tool room or with N1 staff. We
identified 61 press tools and 34 ring kits (a total of 95 tools), that were purchased within that period
in the amount of $136,536.
We performed an inspection of tools at N1 which included tools from N1 staff and tools in the tool
room. We found 34 press tools and 24 ring kits (a total of 58 tools), some of which were still in
their original packaging. Of the 58 tools we found, we were able to verify that 15 of the 34 press
tools and 14 of the 24 ring kits (a total of 29 tools) were part of the actual tools that were purchased
by M&O Area N1. We were able to verify this by tracing the tool number engraved on the actual
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tools to the WASP inventory database and the paper notebook maintained by the tool room’s staff.
As a result, we did not find or could not verify the existence or whereabouts of 46 press tools (6115) and 20 ring kits (34-14) that were part of the actual tools purchased according to the M&O
report which amounted to $97,4766.
In addition, we were unable to determine where the other 19 press tools (34-15) and 10 ring kits
(24-14) out of the 58 tools we found came from.
Table 7 below details the number of purchased press tools and ring kits, the number of tools we
found, and the number of tools we did not find or could not verify their existence in the tool room
or with N1 staff.
Table 7
Purchased Press Tools and Ring Kits
Fiscal Year 2014 to January 4, 2021

Tool Model

No. of
Purchased
Tools

No. of
Tools
Presented
to Team

No. of Tools
Verified In
WASP/
Notebook/
Tool Room

No. of
Missing
Tools

Questioned
Cost

M18 - 2674-22C

3

0

0

3

$2,232.99

M12 - 2473 - 22
M18 - 2773 - 22
M18 - 2773 - 22L

9
15
8
35
16
1
9
26
4

3
5
8
16
12
1
5
18
2

3
1
6
10
4
0
1
5
2

6
14
2
25
12
1
8
21
2

$3,765.48
$24,863.86
$3,647.48
$34,509.81
$17,169.84
$3,199.00
$19,021.76
$39,390.60
$2,493.68

6

2

0

6

$5,495.28

2
4
16
1
1
11
4
1
18

2
1
7
1
1
11
4
0
17

2
0
4
0
1
6
3
0
10

0
4
12
1
0
5
1
1
8

$4,987.36
$12,976.32
$2,179.68
$5,746.58
$1,077.51
$1,595.00
$10,598.77

95

58

29

66

$97,475.50

Press-Milwaukee W/Jaws

RP 210
RP 240
RP 340
Press – Ridgid W/Jaws
Black Iron - 49 -16-2697
Force Logic - 49-162691
IPS XL - 49-16-2698
M18 - 49-16-2690
Ring- Milwaukee
MegaPress - 48553
Press Ring Kit - 27428
ProPress – 28048
ProPress – 20483
ProPress – 28043
Ring-Ridgid
Grand Total

6

Calculated using average unit cost of the tools
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According to N1’s AFSD and tool room staff, the press tools and ring kits could not be found
because:
•
•
•

•

Two employees with press tools were not available for us to inspect because of Covid-19
and disciplinary leave.
There were also about three to four thefts during the pandemic. However, N1 tool room
staff provided the police report for only two of the four thefts. N1 tool room staff identified
one plumber with press tools that was vandalized but could not provide a police report.
Some of the missing press tools and ring kits were with PUN, N1’s Electrical and HVAC
staff and employees that have transferred to other M&O areas. However, the AFSD from
Area N1 had not specifically identified and confirmed the names of the employees in the
other departments and transferred employees that have additional press tools and ring kits
for the auditors to inspect. Without the employee’s names, the review team could not
inspect those press tools and ring kits.
Some press tools might have been salvaged. However, N1 tool room staff could not provide
any salvage records to the review team when requested. The review team requested records
from the District’s Salvage Unit and obtained all salvage records for Area N1 from
February 2018 to January 4, 2021. Our review of the salvage records did not find any press
tools or ring kits.

It is our opinion that the explanations provided by N1’s AFSD and tool room staff did not account
for the missing press tools and ring kits.
A current M&O Area N1 carpenter who used to be the tool room staff at N1 also stated the
following:
•

There were instances where retired employees and employees that had left the District did
not return tools. Although N1 maintained the List for each employee showing the tools that
needed to be returned, he did not document which tools were returned and which ones were
not because he was not aware of any established policies and procedures that needed to be
followed if tools were not returned.

•

The N1 tool room was not secured. N1 staff had access to the tool room and the current
keypad lock was only installed in early 2021. He remembered that there were instances the
tool room door was open with the lights on when he reported to work in the morning. N1
staff could check out tools by themselves and record their names in a notepad but he was
not sure if the staff followed those procedures or whether the staff returned any checkedout tools since it was based on an honor system.

•

He did not receive any training when he was assigned to the tool room and had to learn the
procedures and applications on the job. He also trained the current tool room staff, but it
was based on what he learned as a tool room staff. Our review of the tool room staff
classification revealed that the tool room staff is classified as a “Maintenance Worker”
reporting directly to the AFSD. A maintenance worker is generally responsible for the
maintenance, minor repairs and the caring for buildings, fixtures, equipment, and grounds,
and does not require the employee to have the same knowledge and qualifications of an
employee classified as a “Tool keeper” with the appropriate qualifications and skill set for
the tool room.
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Recommendation C-1:
We recommended that M&O should perform an inventory count of all tools to establish a baseline
of all tools that are in the tool room or with the M&O staff, ensuring that all tools were assigned a
TW number and that all tools were logged in the M&O’s tool inventory database.
Also see recommendations A-1 to A-2 and B-1 to B-5 above.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation C-2:
We recommended that M&O should assign employees to the tool room with the proper
classification and qualification, or the required skill set to manage the tool room and provide the
necessary training to the tool room staff to perform all their required duties.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will review position classifications and assign the
most appropriate personnel to perform these tasks.
Recommendation C-3:
We recommended that M&O implement controls to make sure all records (e.g., salvage, tools sent
for service/maintenance, and police reports) are maintained and kept on file.
M&O agreed with our recommendation. M&O started designing tracking reports and the
standardization of file maintenance across processes and will be implemented by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation C-4:
We recommended that M&O should communicate to M&O staff, including all tool room staff, its
policy and procedures over the purchase and maintenance of tools, and the procedures that needed
to be followed if assigned tools were not returned.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.
D. To determine whether policies and procedures over tools at all seven M&O Areas were
consistently implemented and followed.
Policies and procedures over tools at all seven M&O Areas were not consistently implemented
and followed, resulting in incomplete inventories, and tracking of purchased tools, and an
increased risk of misappropriated or stolen tools not detected resulting in potential financial losses,
and elevated expenditures.
Existing M&O policy and procedures require M&O area staff to:
•

Maintain a hard copy Employee Tool List (List) detailing the tools each employee should
have based on their craft and listing the tools that were assigned to each employee.

• Assign a Tool Watch (TW) number to each tool received by the tool room.
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•

Track the tools with the name of the staff the tools are assigned to in the tool inventory
database.

•

Remove the name of the staff when the tools are returned in the tool inventory database.

•

Classify the status of tools in the tool inventory database as salvage, stolen, or sent for
maintenance or repair.

We interviewed each of the seven M&O area Head Stock Clerks and/or tool room staff and found
the following:
•

Policies and procedures over the purchased tools were not formally documented.

•

Three of the seven areas were using WASP as their tool inventory database and one area
was using Tool Watch, a legacy tool inventory database. The other three areas were not
using a tool inventory database.

•

The one area using Tool Watch was in the process of transitioning to WASP.

•

All seven areas were using a manual log to track the tools.

•

One of the seven areas was not assigning a TW number to each tool for tracking purposes.

•

One of the seven areas was not updating the List when tools were replaced, or a new tool
was assigned.

Table 8 below summarizes the results of our interview:
Table 8
Summary of Policies and Procedures Implementation

M&O
Area

Is a
Database
Used?

C1
C2
C3
N1
N2
S1
S2

No
Y - WASP
No
Y - WASP
Y - WASP
No
Y - TW

M&O Area Policies and Procedures
Is a
Is a TW
Is an
Is the
Manual
Number
Employee Employee
Log Used? Assigned?
Tool List
Tool List
Used?
Updated?
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Is a Tool
Inventory
Count
Performed?
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

We also selected a sample of 25 purchased tools by all M&O areas, except for N1, from fiscal year
2014 to January 4, 2021 to determine whether the established policies and procedures were
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consistently followed. We traced the selected sample to the Employee Tool List and the tool
inventory database. Our testing found that:
•
•
•
•
•

Four of the 25 purchases were equipment (i.e., pallet stacker, aerial lift, and scissor lift)
and one of the four equipment (i.e., forklift) was a rental (not a purchase).
14 of the 21 (or 67%) purchased tools were not on the List.
Seven of the 21(or 33%) purchased tools were on the List.
20 of the 21 (or 95%) purchased tools were not found in the tool inventory database.
The purchased tools were found in the tool room or with the M&O staff, except for a Davit
Arm purchased by S2.

According to the tool room staff at M&O S2, the Davit Arm was received by the previous tool
room staff and was returned to the vendor after the invoice was paid. The tool room staff could not
find support for the return or a vendor credit. However, he was in the process of following up with
the vendor to obtain support that a vendor credit was issued to the District.
M&O management acknowledged that the policies and procedures were not universally
implemented and consistently followed and was contemplating a centralized tool room with
qualified and experienced staff.
Recommendation D-1:
We recommended that M&O should formally document its policies and procedures over the
purchasing and tracking of tools and implement controls to make sure those policies and
procedures were consistently implemented and followed by all M&O areas.
M&O agreed with our recommendation and will implement the recommendation by June 30, 2022.

REVIEW TEAM
This review was conducted by the Office of the Inspector General’s Audit Unit team:
Katharine Monishi, Audit Manager
Armando Ng, Principal Auditor
Derek Kim, Senior Auditor
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APPENDIX 1

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES, METHODOLOGY, AND PRIOR AUDIT REPORT
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SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the special review were to determine whether: (i) the amount of purchased tools
at Maintenance and Operations (M&O) Area N1 (N1) were reasonable; (ii) the purchased tools at
N1 were logged and tracked; (iii) the purchased tools at N1 were in the tool room or with the N1
staff; and (iv) policies and procedures over tools at N1 were consistently implemented and
followed in the other six M&O areas.
METHODOLOGY
To accomplish our review objectives, we (i) interviewed Maintenance and Operations (M&O)
Area N1 (N1) staff to determine why the purchases were made; (ii) compared the amount of
purchased tools to the number of staff at N1, (iii) compared the frequency of purchases of tools at
N1 to the expected life or warranty of the purchased tools; (iv) compared the amount of purchased
tools per staff to the amount of purchased tools per staff at the other six M&O areas; (v) reviewed
a sample of tools purchased by the M&O areas to see if the tools were in the Employee Tools List;
(vi) reviewed the tool inventory database and tool room logs to see if the purchased tools were
being logged and tracked; (vii) performed a physical inventory count at N1 to determine if the
purchased tools were in the tool room or with the N1 staff, (viii) obtained the salvage records for
N1 from the District’s Salvage Unit to determine if there were any salvaged tools, (ix) reviewed
M&O Area Budget Execution Report to determine if actual annual expenditures for tools were in
line with the budget, (x) analyzed 3-year service call reports for all M&O areas to compare the
volume of calls and the dollar spent for tools per service call; and (xi) reviewed and tested to see
if policies and procedures over tools were consistently implemented and followed by the M&O
areas.
PRIOR AUDIT REPORT
In the year of 2015, the Office of Inspector General conducted an audit of Maintenance and
Operations (M&O) Inventory Controls. The report titled Audit of the M&O Inventory Controls
was issued on July 7, 2015 (OA15-533).
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EXHIBIT 1

MAP OF MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS AREAS WITH LOCAL DISTRICTS
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EXHIBIT 2

EXPENDITURES FOR TOOL PURCHASES BY M&O AREAS AND YEARS
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M&O Area Expenditures of Purchased Tools by Year
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
By
2014
By
2015
By
2016
By
2017
By
2018
By
2019
By
2020
By
2021
Rank
($)
Rank
($)
Rank
($)
Rank
($)
Rank
($)
Rank
($)
Rank
($)
Rank
($)
N1 44,777 N1 68,282 N1 881,906 N2 323,705 N1 849,571 N1 706,845 N1 496,914 N1 413,987
N2 34,711 N2 40,414 N2 467,158 N1 296,143
S1
382,502 C2 290,275 C1 347,254
S1
174,677
C3
2,364
S1
1,669 C2 335,091 C1 237,488 C1 190,996 C1 214,915
S1
306,580 N2 149,964
S1
1,256 C2
1,547
S1
1,725 C2 143,586 N2 174,143
S1
179,621 C3 266,167 C1 105,083
C1
927
S2
594 C3
1,086
S1
132,848 C3 146,978 N2 123,515 C2 201,058
S2
72,944
C2
146 C1
S2
825
S2
29,490 C2 144,546 C3 100,147 N2 174,200 C3
72,626
S2
C3
C1
273 C3
5,409
S2
140,122
S2
54,495
S2
169,519 C2
64,367
Avg. 12,026 Avg. 16,072 Avg. 241,152 Avg. 166,953 Avg. 289,837 Avg. 238,545 Avg. 280,242 Avg. 150,521
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ATTACHMENT A

VERBATIM RESPONSE TO DRAFT REPORT
FROM
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
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LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Maintenance and Operations
TO:

Austin Onwualu
Deputy Inspector General

DATE: November 17, 2021

FROM:

Robert Laughton, Director
Maintenance and Operations

SUBJECT:

Maintenance and Operations Responses to the Office of the Inspector
General’s Draft Report of Tool Purchases for M&O Area N1

Please find below Maintenance and Operations responses to the Office of the Inspector General’s
Draft report of tool purchases for M&O Area N1 Audit Report.
Recommendation A-1:
We recommend that M&O should review the existing work order descriptions and create new
ones, if needed, to properly differentiate between the purchasing of tools, equipment, parts,
materials, and consumables to ensure that the reporting of overhead expenditures in M&O Area
Budget Execution Charts is accurate.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation A-1:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation. Appropriate and
consistent naming convections will be implemented and utilized by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation A-2:
We recommend that M&O should implement controls to make sure the correct WO description
is utilized when recording POs differentiating tools, equipment, parts, materials, and
consumables to help management determine the correct level of tool purchases and review the
reasonableness of those purchases.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation A-2:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation. Appropriate and
consistent processes will be implemented and utilized across all M&O offices by June 30,
2022.
Recommendation A-3:
M&O should assign separate budget and funding lines for the different types of expenditures
to facilitate its review, monitor expenditures of all M&O areas and perform data analytics
periodically to determine the dollar amount of tools purchased per employee and the dollar
amount of tools per service call.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation A-3:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and has begun the process
of designating specific funding lines as recommended and will implements no later than
by June 30, 2022. .
Los Angeles Unified School District – Maintenance and Operations
333 S. Beaudry Ave., 22nd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone (213) 241-0352 ● Fax (213) 241-8030

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Maintenance and Operations
Recommendation A-4:
M&O should continue with its monitoring of expenditures for all M&O areas and develop
additional data analysis and review on the number of tools, consumables, equipment, and
materials purchased and used per employee and per service call.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation A-4:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation A-5:
M&O areas should work together with the M&O Technical Unit to periodically review and
update the Employee Tools List to include all necessary tools for each craft and implement
controls to monitor the adequacy of the purchase of tools that were not on the Employee
Tools List.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation A-5:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation A-6:
We recommend that M&O should establish a policy to file police reports for all thefts of
tools and procedures to account for tools that were not found on the Employee Tool List.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation A-6:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation B-1:
We recommend that M&O should implement controls to (i) ensure that all purchased tools were
assigned a TW number and entered into the tool inventory database immediately after the tools were
received, (ii) update the database with the name of the staff or the name of the tool room when a tool
is assigned to a staff or returned to the tool room, and (iii) properly classify the tools when they are
salvaged, stolen, or sent for maintenance or repair.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation B-1:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation B-2:
We recommend that M&O should utilize WASP as the master database for tracking all purchased
tools for all M&O Areas and all the tools assigned to each employee in lieu of using both an
inventory log or a database and a hard copy List to increase efficiency and potentially save costs. The
List can be used as a reference to determine the necessary tools that needed to be purchased for each
craft and whether a purchase should be made if the requested tool was not on the List.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation B-2:
Los Angeles Unified School District – Maintenance and Operations
333 S. Beaudry Ave., 22nd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone (213) 241-0352 ● Fax (213) 241-8030

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Maintenance and Operations
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation. We will analyze and
determine an appropriate computer software system to manage all tool purchases, tool
issue and tool transfers.
Recommendation B-3:
We recommend that M&O implement a periodic reconciliation between the purchased tools or goods
received and M&O’s tool inventory database.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation B-3:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation B-4:
We recommend that M&O implement a periodic inventory count of tools to account for all purchased
tools.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation B-4:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation B-5:
We recommend that M&O should implement procedures to transfer the employee files and update
the tool inventory database when employees transfer to another M&O Area or require that employees
who are transferred return the tools to the tool room.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation B-5:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation C-1:
We recommend that M&O should perform an inventory count of all tools to establish a baseline of
all tools that are in the tool room or with the M&O staff, ensuring that all tools are assigned a TW
number and that all tools are logged in the M&O’s tool inventory database.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation C-1:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation C-2:
We recommend that M&O should assign employees to the tool room with the proper
classification and qualification, or the required skill set to manage the tool room and provide the
necessary training to the tool room staff to perform all their required duties.

Los Angeles Unified School District – Maintenance and Operations
333 S. Beaudry Ave., 22nd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone (213) 241-0352 ● Fax (213) 241-8030

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Maintenance and Operations
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation C-2:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation. Maintenance and
Operations will review position classifications and assigned the most appropriate
personnel to perform these tasks.
Recommendation C-3:
We recommend that M&O implement controls to make sure all records (e.g., salvage, tools sent
for service/maintenance, and police reports) are maintained and kept on file.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation C-3:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and has begun the process
of designing tracking reports and standardization of file maintenance across processes
and will implement these recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation C-4:
We recommend that M&O should communicate to M&O staff, including all tool room staff, its
policy and procedures over the purchase and maintenance of tools, and the procedures that need
to be followed if assigned tools are not returned.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation C-4:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
Recommendation D-1:
We recommend that M&O should formally document its policies and procedures over the
purchasing and tracking of tools and implement controls to make sure those policies and
procedures are consistently implemented and followed by all M&O areas.
Maintenance and Operations Response to Recommendation D-1:
Maintenance and Operations agrees with this recommendation and will implement these
recommendations by June 30, 2022.
C: Mark Hovatter
Krisztina Tokes
Kathryn Butler
India Griffin
Ambition Padi
Katharine Monishi
Armando Ng
Derek Kim
Joseph Holop
Los Angeles Unified School District – Maintenance and Operations
333 S. Beaudry Ave., 22nd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90017
Telephone (213) 241-0352 ● Fax (213) 241-8030

Know about fraud, waste or abuse?
Tell us about it.
Maybe you are a school district employee, a parent or just a concerned citizen.
Regardless, you can make a difference!
Maybe you know something about fraud, waste, or some other type of abuse in the
school district.
The Office of the Inspector General has a hotline for you to call. You can also
email or write to us.
If you wish, we will keep your identity confidential. You can remain anonymous,
if you prefer. And you are protected by law from reprisal by your employer.

Whistleblower Protection
The Board approved the Whistleblower Protection Policy on February 12, 2002.
This policy protects LAUSD employees who make allegations of improper
governmental activity from retaliation or reprisal. To assure the reporting of any
activity that threatens the efficient administration of the LAUSD, reports that
disclose improper governmental activities shall be kept confidential.

General Contact Information
Office of the Inspector General
333 S. Beaudry Avenue, 12th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Phone: (213) 241-7700
Fax: (213) 241-6826
https://achieve.lausd.net/oig
Fraud, Waste and Abuse Hotline
(866) 528-7364 or (213) 241-7778
inspector.general@lausd.net
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